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IPfigs, (Sa&ros, "JTffeeGlP
by Sybil Baldwin,
Janna Dieckmann
and Charlotte Warren
Senior Government Day for
Ashland area senior high schools
aimed at acquainting participat-
ing students with the problems
facing the U.S. government. These
young men and women were to be-
come "more effective citizens" by
(1) knowing about the American
government and (2) reading cur-
rent events. In effect, it was a
Time-Lif- e interpretation of Ameri-
ca taken at face value. Three COW
students gave almost the sole dif-
fering views.
We were asked to come to Ash-
land College to rap with some
high school students. We appeared
in our normal ' college attire
(levis), to encounter some 500
Sunday-schoo- l suited senior high
students.
With no more information than
the mimeographed booklet we re-
ceived at registration, we made
our way to the section of the audi-
torium labeled women's liberation.
No one mentioned that we were
supposed to sit on stage. Seated
in the audience we listened to Oli-
ver Ocasek, State Senator from
Summit County, expound upon
how "this is not a nation of pigs,
i5
by Lewis Jones
Kingman Brewster, Yale University President, com-
mented recently: ' !
I am appalled and ashamed that things should have come
to such a pass that I am skeptical of the ability of black re-
volutionaries to achieve a fair trial anywhere in the United
States. In large part the atmosphere has been created by
police actions and prosecutions against the Panthers in many
parts of the country. It is also one more inheritance from
centuries of racial discrimination and oppression.
For exercising his freedom of speech, Brewster's outspoken
words provoked the' hue and cry of the American population
(led by none other than Spiro Agnew) ; yet, he had touched
upon a very significant question. Can blacks expect to be
treated fairly in America's halls of justice?
In the age of people apathy, the question again arises. Con-
sidering the relationship blacks, in particular, and minorities in gen-
eral, have had with the law, there are reasons to doubt whether the
courts are just. White Americans have been able to use the courts
as vehicles for justice; Blacks have an entirely different experience.
Historically, the law, as far as blacks are concerned, has been the
child of racism. Therefore, Blacks do not comprehend or care about
.beautiful references to Jeffiersonian and Jacksonian democracy. I can
envision now those (present-da- y guardians of American jurisprudence)
who frown upon references to the past. Such reactions would be jus-
tified if America were able to sever itself from its past. The same
forces that imposed injustice on blacks in the past are at work today.
Since this is also the age of slogan politics (Law-N-Orde- r) , we would
do well to examine historically the law as it has been applied to
black people. From the beginning, American law has restricted, con-
stricted, and downgraded the possibilities for Blacks. (The law in-
stitutionalized chattel slavery, and it provided for and justified Jim
Crowism.)
fOwrinnt on Vnre S
L. C. Arts I Crafts Center havo been busy Saturday mornings as students Instruct
faculty children in potting, bead and wire making and finger and tempra painting.
. . . DON'T CARE.90 PERCENT OF THE PEOPLE WHOARE APATHETIC ...
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GAB GAP
by Keith Humphry
If you were among the 1600
who missed convocation this week,
you are probably just as well in-
formed on the topic "Communica-
tion and Mass Media" as the other
100 or so who attended Richard
Stout's talk. Although words of
the Newsweek correspondent seem-
ed related to the ideas of broad-
casting, journalism and news re-
porting, he managed to avoid pre-
senting information which could
have offered real insight to the
subject.
Once past his introductory
apologies, however, Stout launched
into an attempt to relate certain
concepts with which most of the
audience was already familiar as
members of the "television gener-
ation." He observed that journal-
ists often create ideas and then
feed upon each others' thoughts
and work. This results in the re-
petition of a story from one news
service to another or from a syn-
dicate to a . local news outlet with
no more authority than that of
the original writer.
As a response to those who do
not like the picture of the world
that filters through the media,
Stout would point out that objec-
tivity in reporting is merely a
myth. He revealed that most of
his colleagues at Newsweek dis-- (
Continued on Page 6)
Law-N-Qrr- Jer
Liberty and Justice for
cows, and trees . . . one man, one
vote." Seeing nine uniformed men
(army, air force, and police) on
stage all staring down at us, the
comment broke us up. -
Maybe the U.S. is not all pigs,
cows, and trees, but the resource
personnel assembled represented
just about as monochromatic a
picture. Among the group were
two Blacks (and no black students
in the audience) and one other
young person. The spectrum
ranged basically from moderate
to ultra-conservativ-e. These people
(including us) were designated as
"resource persons" for a variety
of topics from law enforcement
to youth values. Representative of
the spectrum of opinion in many
of these groups was the lineup for
Selective Service (all four were
directly involved in the adminis-
tration of the S.S. system).
When we moved up on stage to
act our part as resources for the
"town meeting discussion" it was
our unanimous decision to offer
our opinions on whatever topic
was presented, if we found no
other respondents speaking any
but the Time-Lif- e version.
As it turned out, our plans were
unnecessary, because the students
directed their questions to us. We
(Continued on Page 2)
Applications for the Administrative Internship Program for the 1971-7- 2
school year are now available in the Dean of Students Office. The Intern
appointment is for one year, usually from Sept. 1 to June 30, and is open
to any student presently completing his senior year.
Extremely flexible in nature, the program allows students to have ex-
tensive exposure to the full gamut of administration in higher education.
In addition to working with College officials in the areas of housing, coun-
seling, admissions, placement, and development, the intern has been found
to be a valuable source of communication to and from all members of the
campus community. -
Applications will be due in the office by Friday, Feb. 12. The return
of the application is not necessarily a commitment but an expression of
your interest.
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
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Honor Code 5
by Pat Miller
Is anyone cheating these
days at Wooster? Judging by
the activity of the Judicial
Board on academic cases this
year, the answer would appear
to be no.
The Board has heard only
one case of a violation of the
Code of Academic Integrity
so far this year, and, explains
Board chairman Don Dewald,
that case was actually left
over from last year. In addi-
tion, student Referees Rod
McDonald and Jan Colton
have not been approached yet
this year to deal with breaches
of the Code.
The results of a survey taken
by a student for a psychology pro-
ject in November, however, sug-
gest violations are indeed taking
place. While there are some sta-
tistical problems with the survey,
it is valuable in terms of its gen-
eral indications:
For example, a total of 650 stu-
dents returned the psychology
questionnaire; of the 199 fresh-
men who replied, 4.5 percent ad-
mitted having broken the code
once, and 5 percent more than
once. Of that same group of fresh-
men, 5.5 percent witnessed an-
other person breaking the code;
and 10.1 percent more than once,
(Continued on Pc 6)
Lowry Center Photography Contest and Exhibition
April 1.
The contest is open to all college personnel: students,
faculty and dependents. Work will be judged by three
faculty from various colleges.
Limitations on photos: they must be mounted (with or
without mats) ' j
Photos may be color or black' and white. No size limit.
Work will be collected March 30. Start taking pictures
now.
VANISHING- - URBAN MAJOR
by Lou Trevisan and
Jay Smeltz
On Jan. 14, the Urban Studies
Committee voted to abolish the
Urban Studies major, pending ap
proval of E.P.C., President Dm
shal, and the Board of Trustees
In 1967 a group of professors
(the majority of whom are now
on sabbatical or no longer with
the college), envisioned an Urban
Studies program. Feeling that
"Urban Studies" would be "im
portant in the coming decade,"
they devised the Urban Studies
maior. lheir plan was submit
ted to the faculty, administration,
E.P.C., and the trustees. In March
1968 the major was instituted,
During this time, seven off campus
Urban Studies centers were in the
process of being established,
through the tireless efforts of Ray
MUSICAL MEMORIAL
Sunday, Feb. 7, there will be
a musical memorial for Dr. Alan
Collins, professor of music at
Wooster for 23 years, who died
Dec. 9, 1970. The service will
be held at 4 p.m. in the First
Presbyterian Church.
MM IS ISM
, by Mary Armstrong
John Dinen, the 1969 COW
graduate who was indicted for re-
fusing induction into the service,
is now out of jail on $1000 bail
and awaiting his trial, which may
take place anytime in the next
few months. He has opted for a
jury trial because he feels that he
will have a better chance that way.
His judge, J. W. Ford, is 87 years
old and sent COV to jail as long
ago as WW II. Ford's last CO
case was given three years in
prison. In a letter, Dineen wrote,
"I would say the odds are not
with me, but it is really intangible.
There are some procedural points
which are possibilities, but the
major arguments (in the trial) will
be on my loard, their attitudes,
and my letters (written to the
board expressing his views on the
war and the draft) and CO state-
ment."
For the last three weeks a fund-raisin- g
campaign to cover the cost
of Dineen's lawyers has been con-
ducted on campus. He needs about
$1000, and over $800 has now
(Continued on Pe 2)
Day..
The newly formed Urban Stud-
ies Committee (made up of one
representative from five participat-
ing traditional disciplines:. Eco-
nomics, Sociology, Religion, His-
tory and Political Science) re-
mains committed to an Urban
Studies program at the College,,
yet voted on Jan. 14, 1971, to
abolish the Urban Studies major.
The committee believes that the
College of Wooster cannot offer a
bonafide major, producing the
caliber of expertise needed in con-
fronting the all encompassing
problems of the urban scene.
Their rationale is based on the
apparent lack of attraction which
Wooster's rural location has for
urban experts. This in no jway
implies that they consider an Ur-
ban Studies program inappropri-
ate at the College of WoosterJ The
Urban Studies Committee believes
that the program can be streng-
thened by abolishing the major.
The Urban Studies program would
continue to offer the off-camp- us
experience and a core of related
courses. j
The : (Urban Studies majors'
strategy on strengthening the pro-
gram differs. The students believe
that the commitment of the college
cannot be Reestablished and main-
tained by abolishing the major. If
there is no major to support the
intellectual desires of students that
arise out of the off campus ex-
perimental, program, they feel the
entire program will inevitably be
weakened. In their opinionj only
a commitment to Urban Studies as
a major can enrich the program
and fulfill the intellectual pursuits
and interests of students. In sup-
port of their case, students cite
the progress that has been (made
in the area of improvement of the
total program, including the ad-
dition of fwo new professors with
urban experience. j
The interdisciplinary approach
to education at the College of
Wooster is going to be tested in
the near future, beginning with
the Urban Studies Committee's
recommendation being entertained
by i E.P.C. .today its decision be-
ing the first step in the mainten-
ance or abolition of the major. Ac-
tion taken! on the Urban Studies
major will set a precedent pertain-
ing to the educational ideals at
the College. If the Urban Studies
major is abolished, then the con-
cept of interdisciplinary majors
is in grave trouble. j
On display in Lowry Center
Main Lounge is the Margaret
Mellott art exhibit. Mrs. Mel-lo- rt
teaches art in Wooster
elementary schools. The cur-
rent showing is representative
of work completed in Woos-
ter over the past nine years,
and displays ' an interest in
various! media and techni-
ques,, including collage on
glass, batik, acrylic and
gouache painting. I
Pago Two
Poll Needed On Code
Some discouraging words on the Code of Academic Integrity.
The results of a psychology project (see pg. 1) dealing with honor
violations prompted a look at the cheating situation this year.
On the surface all is peaches and cream. Judging from the num-
ber of cases reported to the Judicial Board (none, from this academic
year) dishonesty ias either evaporated or is being handled discreeetly
on a level of personal confrontation.
Although there is nothing to panic about, the results from the
informal poll imply (1) violations are occurring and are not being
dealt with and (2) most students have no idea how violations can be
handled.
Over 60 percent of those polled answered they would not report
themselves or another who they witnessed breaking the code. There
is another alternative, not offered in the poll that of confronting
the alleged violator personally. While it is unfortunate the poll did
not consider this crucial alternative, there are indications there is
comparable reluctance for students to opt for this alternative. The
case one faculty member reveals of a group of students coming to
him to report cheating in his class, yet refusing to give names for fear
of physical reprisals is perhaps symbolic of the traditional aversion
to confronting or informing.
The preliminary reaction to the code is that it has been a suc-
cess. We hope so. There are indications however, that it is really
little more than a convenient showcase. The chairman of the Judicial
Board has said he would take a poll of the faculty next week to de-
termine the extent of known violations. We urge the SGA or Campus
Council to conduct a poll of the student body to assess adherency
and ignorance of the Code of Academic Integrity.
The few rumors, partial facts and suspicious do not constitute
a negation of the Code. However, a statistically reliable poll is needed
now to gauge the Code's true validity, and either quench or confirm
the notion it is litde more than a quaint document. D. D.
Attitude The Issue
Unfortunately, it is not too difficult to find men on this campus
who are just now discovering that maybe women are people. Ap-paren- dy
Mr. .Harwood, whose comments on Wooster women have
appeared in the last three issues of Voice, is one and I would imagine
that his articles were revealing to many men.
In his way, Mr. Harwood has made some points: that some
women are rather unconcerned about a "no date" weekend; that
it is indeed foolish to impersonally rate "datables"; and that some
women are curious or interested in sex which is not necessarily an
adjunct to marriage.
The impact and tone of the columns has, however, been quite
different. It has been mocking, condescending, with the implication
that the opposite sex" is more to be studied or scrutinized than known
as persons. I do not feel that I am being oversensitive. Women have
been treated as children and chattel, without intellectual or personal
character, and Mr. Harwood's attitude is exactly what we will no
longer accept. .
I was hoping I would not have to write this editorial. There
are many people on this campus who have had strong reactions to
opinions presented in Voice this quarter. If so, please write them
down, and let us and the rest of the campus know. C. W.
Who's Who
It was a surprise to see Stewart Udall, former Secretary of the
Interior, suddenly hauled into court to face a charge of shoplifting.
The man who rafted down the Snake River with Lady Bird Johnson,
venerated by conservationists ... a thief? Udall protested, it had
been a case of "absent-mindness- ", and there's litde suspicion that he
cagily premeditated to heist a 95-ce- nt pack of Dutch Masters.
Udall's case, according to the New York Times, was "dismissed
before he had to face trial when higher chain store management over-
ruled the local people and withdrew the charge." Hopefully the epi-
sode is instructive both to newspaper readers and to Mr. Udall him-
self, now a Washington lawyer. It is the old adage of who you are
that determines what you can get away with, or can be forgiven for.
We wonder if there would have been similar leniency for a forgetful
pilferer characterized by long hair, a darker pigment, or simple
anonymity. D. D.
MORE ON
(Continued from Page 1)
been raised. About $200 came
from Westminster Church, and the
rest from a benefit at Zeitgeist, a
collection taken among the faculty,
and collections taken door-to-do- or
in the dorms. There was also a
plan where students would give up
eating in the dining halls for a
day, and Food Service would con-
tribute the money not spent on
those students. This, however,
did not work out because Food
Service was not willing to con-
tribute more than a minimal
amount for three meals. There has
been some talk of the CO support
group establishing a permanent
fund for helping to finance cases
like John Dineen's. Nothing, how-eve- r,
has been made definite.
How does Dineen feel about
everything that has happened to
him in the last few weeks? A re-
cent letter from Dineen to Rev.
Swartzback perhaps answers that
question best:
"Maybe it is a relief to actually
be indicted. It's the anonymity,
the safety of America, that, I
think, drives us to depression and
cynicism. Nothing like seeing my
name, my own name, appear be-
fore me to help me feel that I
am not a nothing, but that each
human life can be ultimately valu-
able and worthwhile. It's not a
romantic ego-tri-p, but it is a
solid and realistic faith in myself
and the strength of my being. By
the way, Fve been reading a lot
of Thomas Merton lately and am
begining to get a feeling that faith
isn't as far away as I once thought.
Merton is beautiful! That, plus
the growing company of "crimin-
als" like the Berrigans, the Harris-bur- g
6, and others, plus the sup-
port of more friends than I
thought I had, have kept me go--
mg.
VOICE Friday, February 5, 1971
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Men of Wooster,
Believe it or not, there are some girls on this
campus who aren't "out to get you". So far it
seems that most boys have the impression that if
they ask a girl out or even just walk with her
to class that they're trapped because she expects
more than just friendship.
We realize that there are some girls like this.
But there are also some who want to meet you
as friends friends to share things with like the
beauty of one of Wooster's rare snowfalls; friends
MORE ON
PigsandCows
(Coo tinned from Page 1)
were the "hippies," the "revolu-
tionaries" they had read about,
and they wanted to hear our line.
And that is exactly what it was
taken as a line. The pitch of the
town meeting fell into emotional-
ism, where statements were judged
by the emotional content rather
than their rational meaning.
The questions dwelt mainly on
the draft, the Establishment, and
women's lib. Among them, "Don't
you like to be a lady?" "What is
a lady?" we responded. The young
man questioning us had no ans-
wer.
When one student (the only one
of his sentiment to speak) com-
mented that he did not feel any-
one could believe in the Bible and
still kill, another rose to answer
that, of course you could, for the
bloodiest batdes in history took
place in the Bible.
"If you respect individual free-
dom so much, how can you push
women's liberation on us?" We
often remarked that we wanted
to be humanly free, but most of
them could not grasp how one
could be free without fighting for
his freedom by killing people in
Vietnam.
. The essence of the comments
was that the Establishment made
our presence on stage possible, and
we therefore must accept it, defend
it, and not question it.
To conclude the "discussion"
we were told that we looked "vul-
gar" by a girl whose skirt could
be measured in inches-bdow-t- he
crotch. She added that, while we
hope that the Establishment would
die, she hoped that "your move-
ment" would die.
The second session began with
the various (30) small discussion
groups. The administration of the
conference decided, after the
morning session, to throw in an-
other expert, a woman from the
county school office who had
"made it in a man's world." Much
of the conversation unfortunately
centered on the idea of respect,
i.e. "Don't you like to have a
man open a door for you ?" Deal-
ing with respect we mentioned that
women's liberation is human liber-
ation freedom for role choice for
men as well as women and re-
spect for all people. But doors
were still important.
Back to the big group for sum-
maries of what the students had
learned in their discussions:
"Criminals have more laws in
their favor than we have in ours."
"The girl is the one who usu-
ally gets emotionally involved."
"Abortion leads to lower mor-
als."
(Continued on Page 6)
to do things with on the spur of the momenta-li-ke
taking a walk, listening to records or sharing feel-
ings and opening up to each other. They want to
talk to you when you're happy or when you're
depressed.
We aren't trying to push aside the special kind
of love between a man and a woman, but there is
another kind of love the love between friends.
Signed,
Two Freshman Women
ZnticUUf Cotttedt
Voice is sponsoring an essay contest. Subject: Wooster
in February all and any reflections on college life in the
dead of winter.
First Prize: Tickets for two to the Litchfield Truckstop.
Essays must not exceed 500 words and must be submitted
to Voice before Feb. 21.
Mid-Ameri- ca Movieland
A Market For Brand X
by Susan L. Baker
"The people have been brain-
washed for the Pollyanna : fluff
stuff for years. But now people
are facing reality and the X-rat- ed
films are beginning to sell." So
said Tom Williams, the manager
of the Wooster Theater on Liberty
Street. When Mr. Williams, who
has been in movie management in
Wooster for 16 years, started show-
ing X movies Candy, The Killing
of Sister George, and The Fox
several years ago, he received
many protests from concerned citi-
zens as well as unfavorable edi-
torials in the Daily Record and
strenuous objections from the
Wayne County Ministerial Asso-
ciation. After several . meetings
with the ministers, Mr. Williams
convinced them that actually he
has no control over the films he
presents in the theater.
Wooster Theater is part of the
chain of cinemas known as Coun-
try Wide Theaters, Inc. The man-
agement of this corporation, lo-
cated in New York City, - meets
along with movie distributors of
other companies and submits bids
for the right to handle current
films. Consequently Mr. Williams
has to take what he receives from
NYC.
According to Mr. Williams, the
biggest grosser (no pun intended)
for his theater was Valley of the
Dolls, followed closely by The
Graduate. When considering that
Wayne County is an agricultural
area, it is no wonder that Alaskan
Safari and other nature films do
almost as well as the R-rat- ed
movies. Films that never seem to
make money here are the foreign
art movies like I, AWoman. There
is apparently no audience for such
films.
The Lyric II on the other hand
presents a different outlook on
Wooster's movie screen. Whereas
Mr. Williams had a very positive
attitude toward good, wholesome
family flicks like Walt Disney's
Mrs. Margaret Brubaker, manager
of the Lyric II, declared that whole
everyone talks about wanting clean
movies, nobody comes to see them.
She pointed out that The Shoes
of the Fisherman with Anthony
Quinn was the biggest box office
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bust yet. However, Mrs. Brubaker
was quick to note
.
that she has
never played an X-rat- ed movie
nor does she plan to until the
quality of these films improves.
The Lyric II is an independent
theater and negotiates for films
through a cooperative of inde-
pendent theaters in Cleveland. Be-
cause a theater of this type lacks
the buying power of a chain, the
standard rates are $2.00 for adults
as compared to the Wooster's price
of $1.50. However, the Lyric gen-
erally gets in the latest releases
sooner than the Wooster due to
its direct handling of films.
The most profitable movie Mrs.
Brubaker has presented so far has
been Airport, which played three
weeks and for which over 20,000
admissions were paid.
This week's movie selections,
The Aristocats and The American
Wilderness, may not seem to suit
college student tastes, but they
will likely serve the town and the
theater managers well.
-
STUDENT CONCERT SERIES
Soprano Judith Raskin will
perform in Severance Gym at
8:15 on Feb. 10. Tickets are
available at Merz Hall, Lowry
Center desk, and will be sold at
the door.
S-- U Question:
Policy Revision
by Michelle Wagner
If. you suffer chronic worry
from grade pressure, hate compe-
tition, and get uptight easily, take
heart.
The faculty has recendy ap-
proved a new policy which gives
the student the option to take a
total of seven S--U courses, or three
more than present policy permits.
Restrictions arc basically the
same. Students must have com-
pleted 18 courses and have at least
a 2.0 cumulative to take advan-
tage of the system. The 7-cou- rse
limit includes freshman colloqu-
ium, and also encompasses pro-
grams which are automatically
graded S--U, such as the urban
quarter. The S--U courses can not
be used to satisfy requirements
for the major, nor for concentra-
tion, distribution, language, or re-
ligion requirements.
S-- U status must be declared in
the registrar's office by the third
week of the quarter. Courses the
student chooses to take SU will
be recorded on the transcript only
if the student receives an S.
This new policy has been adopt-
ed as an incentive to the student
to explore courses outside his
major without the risk of a pen-
alty, as well as a means of giving
credit for courses that cannot be
(Coatiaaed oa Pa 3)
Friday, February 5, 1971
--mm
by Beth Magnet and
- Pam Young
We found the apartment our
second day in Philadelphia. The
rent was pennies, the landlord was
such a darling ancient we grab-
bed it and never regretted our
decision despite the anxieties that
started that night.
Germantown Avenue on our
block is cobblestones and trolley
cars. September was brutally hot
our bedroom faced the street
and we soon grew accustomed to
the constant noise from below, as
well as from the apartment above.
1 shouldn't say "accustomed"
rather we gradually tensed up to
meet it. I never really relaxed
throughout those fifteen weeks.
What has happened is thai I
have internalized these experiences
have isolated the quarter as a
whole from the rest of my educa-
tion simply to give it the serious
attention that it deserves not just
as a unique form of education,
but also as an experience which
strained and altered many existing
preconceptions, alti tudes, and
fears. And it shaped new ones.
The open" classroom described
here is in a public school in the
Germantown section of Philadel-
phia.
"You mean we can chew gum
and talk and walk around the
room?" After a few weeks of chaos
to excell for their own fulfillment
rather than for the sake of group
competition and peer pressure.
Rarely do the children sit in
their own seats. In the morning
they come in and work ' on their
individualized reading cards. Then
we have a class meeting. We dis-
cuss the activities, of the day and
write them on the board and with
that they are free. They can
choose what they want to do.
Typical choices might be: playing
a spelling game; making string
print paintings; practicing math
for a math test; or reading. They
might bake banana bread and then
write a short paper on bananas, or
work on one of the many available
social studies or science project
cards we personally wrote up.
They might make a mobile, con-
struct a man out of junk, or make
up their own project cards. Child-
ren, once set free, find hundreds
of projects to do. Their imagina-
tions are endless.
In the latter part of the after-
noon they are divided up into
groups which change every two
or three weeks. These groups learn
to cooperate together as a team.
They might be asked to make up
an original game for the rest of
the class, or write a poem, or have
a yo-y- o . or dance contest.! ' At the
end of the two or three weeks the
winning team has an ice cream
J ' i ,
the 5th grade children got used
to the idea of being in an open
classroom. They knew that they
had something special that most
of the other classes in the school
didn't have and they began to
feel proud.
Open classrooms are based on
the following suppositions: that
children --will be creative and will
learn if they are given the free-
dom to do so; that independent
projects promote a feeling of satis-
faction and self worth in the child;
that a quiet class doesn't necessar-
ily mean a class conducive to
learning; that children working at
their own pace and level will learn
(Continued from Page 2)
adequately evaluated by letter
grades. During the two year per-
iod the system will lx" instituted,
a study will be conducted con-
cerning alternative methods of
grading.
Students are reminded that some
grad schools do not accept S-- U
courses. For instance, the Univer-
sities of Michigan and Chicago
give preferential treatment to ap-
plicants who do not submit S-- U
grades.
MORE ON
Justice American Stylo
(Continued from Page 1)
So Blacks are questioning. Blacks distrust the judicial system
(largely White Anglo-Saxo- n Protestant Justice, since trial by one's
peers is still a dream deferred), not only because of what happened
to them in the past, but because of the flagrant failure of today's
court systems, especially when opinions of guilt or innocence emanate
from the chief of state through the news media. (I found it appalling
that the president could compliment the FBI for capturing Angela
Davis and remain silent concerning the recent 'escapades of Bobby
Baker). Therefore, Blacks question the law (at least laws they have
experienced) as well as the press that supports it.
Why is it that no arrests were made in the winter of 1970 when
guards at Indiana's Pendleton Reformatory systematically shot un-
armed black prisoners . engaging in sit-dow- n demonstrations? Why
were no arrests made in Brooklyn I summer 1970) when a group of
off-dut-y policemen savagely beat Black Panther members? Why has
there never been prosecution of the men charged with the murder
of the Mississippi three. James Chaney. Andrew Goodman, and Mich-
ael Schwemer? Why is it that White men's juries in Michigan and
Mississippi cannot find it in the evidence ot convict White men for
killing unknown Blacks in the Algiers Motel or Medgar.Evers in Jack-
son? Incredible.
Like most events affecting the lives of Blacks, most newspapers
treated these events in a perfunctory maimer only to abandon them
altogether. Questions? But this is the age of reason and apathy and
we are not supposed to probe.
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party. In this way we created a
balance between individualized
academic work, and cooperative
social play. Math tests and spelling
drills are also done in the remain-
ing time in the afternoon.
The class has 27 children in it.
They . are from foster families,
broken homes both lower and
middle class homes. Many of the
children had poor scholastic rec-
ords in the past. One boy spent
the whole of last year sitting in a
corner with a toy clock. In the
three months that I spent in that
classroom the changes were mir-
aculous! In the beginning they
played games during their free
time. Then one by one they began
to ask for the project cards and
to pursue more academic activi-
ties. Through working on the pro-
jects they began" to discover the
library in a positive way. They
learned the thrill of writing a play
on cavemen, or painting a mural
on community life, of writing a
story about landlords or cock-
roaches, black power or the raper
who brutalized a second grader in
their school. They started a news-
paper. They wrote poems on drugs,
on pollution and on math home-
work. They are noisy, enthusiastic
and intellectually curious.
They have learned that school
isn't a prison. They have dis-
covered that they can be creative.
They have opened their ears and
hearts to new facts and new ex-
periences. An open classroom is a
positive step towards a more ef-
fective educational system." The
only frustrating aspect is that next
year these happy children are go-
ing to be shuffled around and
placed in the traditional classrooms
of -- the school. One wonders if it
might have been better to leave
well enough alone rather than give
the children a taste of it and
then take it away. But then the
real hope is that what has been
kindled in them will remain and
grow in spite of the odds and in
spite of the repression of the years
to come.
Paul Erickson, a Christian Science
teacher and practitioner from Chicago
will speak Thursday, Feb. 11, at 7
p.m. in Lean Lecture Room.
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Playboy Magazine
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1 BEST FILMS! --tfJj 1
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Now Showing
Evenings 7:00 and 9:1 5 p.m.
Starts Wed., Feb. 10
"TORA! TORA! TORA!"
Every Wednesday Only $1.00
W00STER
211 E. UHHTV STREET 764-B3- 46
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The forthcoming production of Ttnnnut Williams' "The Night of Hi Iguana,"
on Feb. 10 through 13, will bo lh firjf joint performance between the College
of Wooster and the Wooster community. Among the cast member are: (on the
floor, I. to r.) Ron Maltanch, Tom Peterson, Sue Hammond, Bob Burton; (en plat
form, I. to r.) Barb Wilson, Verne Snyder, Ann Buddl
Neuenschwander, R. J. Harvey, Bunny Major.
Kay Slagle, Al Johnson, Jane
AFTER TUE REvQLUnQt4
l
PICK YOUR OWN CAPTION:
A. short hair bugs the heck out of me.
B. some of "my best friends are black,
but short hair!
C. could I wear a wig for the games
coach?
By Note)
D. short
E. short
F. all of
G. none
Speights and Bob Yomboro
1
hair has no place in athletics.
hair causes fuzzy thinkinq.
the above.
f the above.
A Special
Accotmnt
that .really
7tu
VTfiANK
We offer
Checking Accounts
that require no minimum
balance and give you
instant money, .
safe from loss or theft.
Something special.
CITIZENS NATONAL 6W
Wooster. Ohio
Public Square "lc
Market at South 1955 Cleveland Rd.
GREEN THUMB
Flowers Will Please Everyone on
" VALENTINE'S DAY
Either Stop By or Simply Give
Them a Call
1583 Madison
Phone 264-401- 1
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Scof Highlights..
by Tom Hilf
VOICE Sports Editor
Just for fun, I thought this week I would venture from the
land of the Fighting Scots and share with you my experiences and
thoughts on one of America's fastest growing winter sports snow
skiing. With the weather as it has been for the past two weeks, I
think this is an excellent time to write about this sport!
During the first week this quarter, I was confronted by
some guys on my floor to accompany them skiing late one after-
noon and evening. Before I had time to dream about all of those
- novices who break their limbs on their initial adventures on skis.
I was hustled into a car and headed for Mansfield's Snow Trails(this is not a plug for Snow Trails either!)
N
Upon arrival at the slopes, we entered the Lodge (a place I
would have been wise to stay in the entire night, I think!) and
paid nearly $10 for our tow tickets and rentals money that had
leeri designated as book money this term! After struggling to put
on my boots, and then the skis. I slowly made my way to the tow
ropes (you didn't think I would use the ski lifts the first time out, did
you?!?).
However, before grabbing the tow rope, I had a quick lesson
from one of my "distinguished" ski colleagues on how to use the tow
ropes, how to turn, and of course, how to stop. (Technically, I
guess that's called snowplowing, . but I never did manage to do it
right!) Surprised that I made it up OK on the first try on the tow
ropes, my confidence rose until I prepared myself to go down the
slope! I made a "slow turn and then started to move. Before I knew
what was happening, I was headed straight down the hill! I couldn't
turn or stop; so I did as any smart beginner would do, I fell down
at the bottom of the slope and still managed to crash into the dirt
embankment at the end of the snow!
If you think that was pathetic, wait until you hear a couple
more of my great shows! First, there was the time one of the
guys yelled at me from the ski lift. As I looked to see who it
was, I lost control, and before I could stop, had skiied (slid)
under two tow ropes. Before they could stop the ropes, a female
skier, screaming at the top of her lungs to get out of her way,
was pulled over the top of me. At this stage of the game, I was
beginning to ask myself if it was all worth it or not.
I also ended the evening on a spectacular note. Having had
trouble with my right boot all night, the safety strap broke as I at-
tempted a turn and wiped out as usual. When picking myself up, I
noticed I only bad one ski underneath me. Looking down the slope,
I saw its partner gracefully slip under all four tow ropes and gently
stop in the ditch at the bottom! That did it. I took the other ski
off, and, hiding my face in the process, slowly found my way to the
Lodge!
Looking back at the -- slopes as we pulled away to return to the
land of the Fighting Scots, I could feel every ache and pain, not to
forget my slightly frostbitten fingertips, in my body. Even today, I
keep telling myself, at least you're not one of those poor novices
who manages to break a limb the first time on the slopes!
This finally leads me to ask why our physical educationdepartment does not offer ski instructions? Many schools through-
out the country do a large Ohio Wesleyan group was there
when we were. The course could be offered for a fee just likehorseback riding and scuba. In talking with Mr. Bob Bruce, the
campus Athletic Director, I learned that several complications
would have to be ironed out; but that interest must be high for
the P.E. department to discuss the matters.
Therefore, I guess my original question should be changed to
ask, is there enough interest on campus for ski instruction? Is there
or do most people like to take the novice chances of breaking a limb
the first time?
Following Tuesday's 81-7- 2 win
over Oherlin, the Scots were rank-
ed 15th nationally by the UPI.
9fifZfifini
FOR DRUGS
1725 Cleveland Road
'Closest to the Campus"
A RAY STARK HERBERT ROSS Product
Barbra Streisand
George Segal
TbfiOivl
and the
Pussycat
Panavocn Cor
LYRIC II
Now Thru February 16
Sat. & Week Nites 7 & 9 p.m.
Sunday 2:30 - 4:30 - 6:30 - 8:30
Phone 264-79- 14
.
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SCOTS WEEKLY
SPORTS CALENDAR
Today
Volleyball, Women's Nation-
als, at U. of Kansas
Saturday
Basketball, Muskingum, A
Swimming, Adrian, Home, 2
Volleyball, Women's
Nationals
Wrestling, OWU, Hiram, at
Delaware
Tuesday
Swimming, Case, Home, 4:00
Wednesday
Basketball, Marietta, Away
SCOT MATMEN 3-- 3
1 A
tetter, 134, won a forfeit against
B-- W.
Three more freshmen tallied
wins. Wes Dumas," 150, chalked
up his first varsity pin when he
nailed Witt's Phil Peyton at 5:11
in the third period. At 158, Larry
Sprague recorded four takedowns
to win an easy 9-- 3 decision against
B-W-
's Eric Whetmore, and at 177,
Mark Difeo smashed Witt's Matt
Shaefer, 4-- 0.
Junior Bob Yomboro, 167, rack
S--
W
Freshman Larry Sprague, 158, shows his mat style against Witt's
Eric Whetmore in last Saturday's wrestling meet Sprague won
easily, 9-- 3.
Undefeated OWU Mosvs Scos, Ulmm
Undefeated Ohio Wesleyan will
host the Fighting Scot wrestling
team and Hiram tomorrow at
Delaware. Last Saturday the Scots
put up a valiant effort before
dropping meets to defending OAC
champ Wittenberg, 18-1- 4, and
perennially strong Baldwin-Wallac- e,
28-8- . Spoiling their home
opener, the losses evened the Scots
season record at 3-- 3.
No Scot matman recorded
double victories in the triangular,
although six grapplers did win one
match each. Sophomore Tee Leep-e- r,
118, decisioned Witt's Greg
Poff, 2-- 0, while freshman Jim Kas- -
Ipancake
HOUSE
trade I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 Math
Everybody's Favorite
Pancakes, Omelettes,
and Waffles
.
Full Menu of
Seafoods Chicken
Sandwiches
Try Our 12 or 16 oz.
T-B-
one Steaks Either
Charbroiled or Grilled
2730 Cleveland Road
IS NOW AT
THE WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER
On the South Side of the Square
SAVE ON
Stereo Systems Portable Players
Radios Tape Recorders
"In Store Service if Needed!"
ed up his fifth straight win against
Witt's Gary Quesada, 4-- 3, before
losing his initial match of the sea-
son to B-- Ws Dale Hlavin, 7-- 2.
Yomboro leads the Scot wrestlers
with a 5-- 1 mark on the season.
"As a team, we made consider-
able improvements over last week-
end," commented Scot student, as-
sistant coach Mo Rajabi after the
triangular. "If we continue at this
pace, we will be at our prime for
the. OAC Meet."
What Are You Doing
Sunday, February 21st?
Come ... . Appreciate
JAMES GANG
Fresh from Their
European Tour with The Who
3 Rivers Blues Band
Buddha Recording Stars
"Captain America"
Glass Harp
Midwest's Next Supergroup
See all 3 groups NOW
while the price is right
Sunday, February 21st, 8 p.m. - ?
Ashland College
.
Only $3.50 advanced
$4.00 at the door i
Send Self-Address- ed Stamped Envelope
with Check Payable to:
STUDENT SENATE
ASHLAND COLLEGE
ASHLAND, OHIO 44850
NO RESERVED SEATS
Friday, February 5, 1971
by Dave Berkey
VOICE Sport Writer
It's hard to say anything new
about a team that's 17--1, one of
the winningest of all the nation's
college teams. It just keeps plug-
ging along with drive and deter-
mination to make this the best
season ever for Wooster basketball.
Tomorrow night, the Scots face
a shorter version of the Mus-
kingum Muskies than the Ohio
Conference is used to coming
out of New Concord, ut the 1 971
Muskies have a streamlined look
with two outstanding guards
and a quick forward. "It'll be a
typical Muskie team," assessed
coach Van Wie. "They'll be ag-
gressive and quick."
Wednesday is a game that the
Scots have been looking at with
extreme caution over the past few
months. Marietta, carrying a 9-- 4
record into this week, has the
talent and personnel to beat any
team in the Conference. The Pio-
neers won the Wooster Classic last
year with the same squad of Lea-therma- n,
Brewer, Popplewell and
Schelat that the Scots will be fac-
ing this week. Marietta will also
be out for revenge for the loss
Wooster handed the Pioneers in
the first round of this year's Mar-
ion Invitational. That trip to the
Ohio River is a super-importa- nt
one.
But last week, the Scots pro-
ved to everyone that they could
win the big one on the road.
Tuesday a t Baldwin-Wallac- e,
the Wooster contingent, along
with nearly 50 die-ha- rd fans
that braved the icy weather for
the trip, was down at halftime,
37-3- 5. "We were a bit over- -
VOICE Page Fire
keyed in the beginning," Van
Wie said later.
As the pep band played, though,
the Scots faithfully fought back
to win, 78-6- 2, as all the Downtown
Rebounders, students and cheer-
leaders knew they would (but it's
rough on the nerves!). Greg Bry-
ant held Dean Martin, the Yellow
Jacket scoring ace, to 13 points,
while scoring 12 himself and grab-
bing 16 rebounds. Tom Dinger
had 28, Dick Cornwell 16 and
John Creasap 13 for the victors.
And then it was on to Gambier
Saturday into the three-rin-g circus
of the Kenyon airplane hanger.
Fans could watch the Lords' cheer-
leaders (or clowns), the Wooster
band and cheerleaders (female) or
the game, and the preference seem-
ed to be in that order. Kenyon's
scrappy team fought back to a
37-3- 7 halftime tie and carried the
Tankers Host Adrian; Sink B-- W, 68-5- 5
by John Brown
VOICE Sports Writer
The Fighting Scot swim team
plays host to invading Adrian to-
morrow at 2:00. This past Wed-
nesday the tankers facing the Uni-
versity of Akron in their home
opener.
Last Saturday the Scots evened
their season record at 1-- 1 by sink
ing Baldwin-Wallac- e at Berea, 68-5- 5.
Five school records were set
for a 20-yar- d pool. Leading them
all was sophomore Bob Matchett
with a 28.8 in the 60-yar- d free-
style. He also took first place in
the 100-yar- d freestyle with a time
of 53.1.
Freshman Jeff Cameron set two
records with a 2:01.5 in the 200--
Nationals Boast Top Competition,
Scotties Face UCLA Tomorrow
The Wooster Scotties volleyball
team left early Wednesday morn-
ing for the National Volleyball
Championship at the University
of Kansas. Twenty-eigh- t of the
U.S.'s top women's collegiate vol-
leyball teams, including the de-
fending champions from Sul-Ros- s
State University in Alpine, Texas,
and last year's runners-u- p from
UCLA, will be competing for the
National Title in the second an-
nual National Women's Volleyball
tournament.
Yesterday, the Scotties were
scheduled to meet Lamar State
College (Texas) and the Univer-
sity of Kansas in round robin
action. Today, round robin action
resumed with the Wooster wo-
men facing stiff competition from
Oregon State, Central State Col-
lege, Oklahoma, and the Univer-
sity of New Mexico.
Tomorrow, the Scotties will wrap
up their six match round robin
play against UCLA.
The tournament is run very
similar to the State tourney held
here at Wooster two weeks ago.
The top two teams from each of
PflOHE'
FC2 Aid
relations
THE SMOOTH TRAVEL WAY
264-90- 99
Wooster Auto Chib
the four divisions will compete in
a single elimination tournament
tomorrow afternoon with the
championship game scheduled for
9:00.
yard freestyle and a 5 :44.5 in the
500-yar- d freestyle. John Sehnert,
another freshman, took second in
the 500, while setting the school
record for the 1000-yar- d freestyle
in 12:11.6. Junior Joe Cummings
finished second in this event.
The final school record was set
by the 400-yar- d freestyle relay
team of Jim Imler, Jim Cashed,
Cameron and Matchett with a
time of 3:36.0. The other relay
team, the 400-yar- d medley relay
of Imler, Bob Viall, Jeff Keefer
and Tom Melter also fared well
by winning in a time of 4:12.6.
Other first place finishes in-
cluded CashelFs victory in the 160-yar- d
I.M. in 1:50.9; Viall's win
in the 200-yar- d backstroke; and
Imlcr's victory in the 200-yar- d
backstroke.
MAKE VALENTINE'S DAY
REALLY SPECIAL BY GIVING
FLOWERS
WOOSTER FLORAL STORE
AN FTD FLORIST
140 South Market Street
Phone 264-523- 4
Wooster' s Newest Restaurant
THE BUCKEYE TREE
Char Steaks Lobster Tails
Club Sandwiches Salads
Sundaes Pastries
Banquet Facilities
3800 Cleveland Road Phono 345-741- 0
CITY NEWS
IMPORTED PIPES HAND BLENDED T03ACCOS
DELICATESSEN
PAPERBACK BOOKS MAGAZINES
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30 a.m. Sunday 'til 10KX)
200 S. Market St. Phone 242-51- 51
momentum inot the locker room.
The Lords brought it back out
witn ttiem and took a nve-poi- nt
lead which had the clowns jump- -
g. But the Scots settled down
and started to connect from the
field after a cold first half. Two
Dinger swishes put Wooster ahead
to stay at 10:25 and the band
could tdav and the- - Scot cheer
leaders could safely do cartwheels
and not get too much grief from
the rowdy boys in blue. A Ken-
yon fan remarked during the game
to Dean Fred Cropp, "Wooster
surely has class!" Wooster's 78-7- 4
win gave the Scots a 6-- 0 OAC
record
THE EXECUTIVE CLUB
i I
HAS IT ALL TOGETHER
18 Years and Up
The Best in MUSIC, FUII, and
ATMOSPHERE
Open Every Day 3 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
College I.Ds Accepted
421 EAST LIBERTY STREET
(at Foot of Beall Avenue)
'RumeCC Steven 735
VALENTINE'S DAY IS SUNDAY,
FEB. 14TH
A RED FOIL HEARTS oortd chocoiat.i.,51 or. $1.00
lib. $2.45
B RED F0JL HEARTS choeolotM and butter bom
.. 1A lbs. $4.15
C ASSORTED CHOCOLATES 1 lb. box $1.95
"TTWrnTTF
127 East Liberty Street
Phone 262-78- 66
2 lb. box $3.85
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SAIGON (CPS) A leading expert on drug problem in Vietnam ays
there it little hope of alleviating drug use here short of complete withdrawal
of American troops.
.
- The U.S. Army's preventative medicine officer for Saigon, Dr. John Mar-
shall, in an interview published by the Headquarter Area Command for
Saigon, said the obvious answer to the drug problem among Gl's is an
"exodus from Vietnam." .
Drugs are an escape mechanism tor soldiers who are. here not of tneir
own choice. "Many of them are against the war in princfple. The prospects
for escape present themselves in the place of the other things a soldier over
here is denied," Marshall said.
The army has developed an amnesty program as a half-measu- re meen-five- "
to curb drug use. The program is the army's main effort to stop bur-
geoning use of drugs, and began as a "deal" with the drug-user- s and as
an "administrative stop-gap- ." The program was created because the only
alternative, says Marshall, "was to prosecute thousands of people."
MORE ON
HONOR AMONG STUDENTS
(Coo tinned ban Page 1)
Because no time limitation was
specified, the results for other
classes cannot be related directly
to the functioning of the Academic
Code, made effective spring term,
1970, since replies could include
incidents as far back as 1967.
Responses to hypothetical situa-
tions, however, can be used from
all classes.
When asked, "Would you report
yourself if you broke the Code?"
a total of 64.9 percent replied no;
23.9 percent, yes; and 11.2 per-
cent, no opinion or uncertain.
For "Would you report another
person if you witnessed them
breaking the Code?", 66.5 percent
of the 650 replied no; 21.7 per-ce- n,
yes; --and 11.9 percent, no
opinion or uncertain. While the
phrasing of the question does not
allow for all of the alternatives
provided under the new code (see
pp. 11-1- 2, Scot's Key), the re-
sponse indicates a general unwill-
ingness among the students to co-
operate in the enforcement of the
Code.
The Code itself which it is
understood, is automatically ac-
cepted by any student who
comes a member of the College
states, "We believe that each stu-
dent and member of the faculty
bears an individual responsibility
... which requires that each
individual confront the problem
of dishonesty when it comes to
his attention."
Although some violations of the
Code perhaps are being handled
on an individual level between the
student and faculty member in-
volved (and this is provided for
under the Code), the fact that no
new cases have been presented
either to the Board or to the
Referees implies that a consider-
able number of violations simply
are being ignored.
Several other provisions of the
Code may be suffering from neg-
lect as well. For example, that each
' faculty member "shall inform his
students of regulations that apply
to academic integrity in work in
MORE ON
Convocation
Mediocrity
(Con tinned from Page 1)
like the advertising slogan "sep-
arates fact from opinion."
At best, the convocation talk was
an unstructured and unbalanced
synthesis of ideas from famous
journalists or critics of journalism
ranging from Walter Lippmann
and Marshall McLuhan to Adlai
Stevenson and Spiro Agnew. Here
Stout relied on ids chosen profes-
sion: he reported his discoveries.
The presentation resembled a med-
iocre junior I.S. dissertation, one
where the student has accumulated
ideas on too broad a topic and has
failed to even assimilate them..
The "people" who forced the
reform of the Democratic party in
1968 which Stout writes about in
his book, People, might have saved
this segment of Communications
Week. We needed more emphasis
on the people rather than upon
those few who subject the people
to subjectivity.
his course."
Furthermore, the Code suggests
that the Campus Council and
Referees be responsible for "a pro-
gram of continuing education and
information to all members of the
faculty and student body . . .
concerning the importance, struc-
ture and procedures of the Code."
When the Code of Academic
Integrity comes up for review in
April, a more substantial survey
may provide more valid statistics
for evaluating the success of the
Code. In the meantime, the main
problem would appear to be one
of student awareness ol all ot tne
provisions of the Code including
both the alternatives for "report-
ing" and the student responsibility
involved without " which such a
code cannot function.
MORE ON
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tfeaw orno art?
by Jon Harwood
Although this is the third week
in a row that I have exposed
something pertaining to the follies
and foibles of women on this cam-
pus, this is not a hate column (ex-
cept in the reaction to its author) .
It has just turned out that females
have been doing more weird things
this quarter than anyone or any-
thing else.
Anyway, three weeks ago, while
I was taking my guided tour
through
.
Holden Hall, the more
sophisticated sophomores of Wag-
ner Hall were amusing themselves
in a way that was not evident
in the freshman dorm. They were
watching stag flicks.
Some fair maiden in Wagner
received two exceedingly high
class movies (no doubt to satisfy
the equally high class audience).
In the male sectors of the campus
these films are known as "The
Triangle" and "The Lesbies". The
first one stars two wholesome
young chicks and an all-Americ- an
boy. The second one' stars two
more mothers of virtue. The action
is, to say the least, very graphic
and somewhat realistic. You talk
as though you've seen them, Har-
wood, comments a voice in the
crowd. I'll never tell. My parents
read this.
Middle America Misconceptions
"The Vietnam war is not as big
as it is brought out to be; most
of the killings are by terrorists."
'The Vietnamese are primitive
people and . we must help them."
"90 percent of the apathetic
people don't care."
Ocasek, in his closing remarks
said that although we could not
call ourselves the chosen people of
God, we do have 96 percent of the
world's bathtubs, and the average
American consumes in one meal
more calories than the average
man in the world gets in 48 hours.
He was proud.
To close the day, the group was
led in the Pledge of Allegiance.
We did not stand. (Could you
I pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America, and
to the Republic for which it stands,
one nation, under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all?)
Hence, we are the "scum of the
earth," but at least they were
angry enough to confront us. "Peo-
ple are dying and you don't re-
spect the flag."
We have been told by some who
weren't there that this was simply
an experience in being a minority.
It was much more the disillusion
after hearing of the "awareness"
of high school students today, the
total lack of any common defini-
tions on which to base a discus-
sion. It was confrontation with a
brick wall, a wall which, but for
us, would only have been rein-
forced. Yet what we encountered
was very much the real world.
LIBERTY LANES and LOUNGE
FOR THE 21 AND OVER CROWD
(Come Properly Attired)
DRAUGHT BEER AND MIXED DRINKS
GOOD FOOD
BOWLING FOR ALL
145 West Liberty Street
Music
To Play By.. .
Portable stereo systems by
RCA - Motorola - Sylvania
Modular stereo by Fisher
SENNET'S
PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
1811 BEAU AVE.
APPLIANCE
CENTER
Just North of the Campus
Some 26 fresh, young Wooster
coeds piled into one of their co-
hort's rooms, taking away valu-
able dollars and cents from Mateer
which was showing Take the
Money and Run on that particular
evening.
However, according to reliable
sources, at least half of the girls
left after about five minutes be-
cause they were "grossed out" (or
some other Woosterism) . This
sounds better than it actually is.
Why did it take these young ladies
all of five minutes to become ill?
Usually movies of this type do
not take that long to get to the
meaty parts they can't afford to.
The important thing to remember
is that a fair amount left the
room after a short time because
of sickness (or was it boredom?).
Notice that I did not say all of
them left. What about the ones
who stayed? This kind of thing
wasn't mentioned in Barron's Cata-
logue of Colleges.
Hopefully, some other sentiment
kept this exclusive party in the
room. Let's pray that- - it wasn't
nostalgia. Maybe it was some
Women's Lib ploy. Or idle curio-
sity. Or an experiment on de-
cadence. I wonder if the girls are
going to take ideas from the
movies and employ them in their
next big floor party.
What gave these wonderful girls
the splendid idea of acquiring
these masterpieces? Maybe they
took the word stag too seriously.
Maybe they thought they were go-
ing to see Bambi.
New Lewry Board Chairman
John Van Wagoner
ATTENTION
Alumni, Faculty,
Students, and Friends
April 10th 7 Day
Caribbean Cruise to
- Haiti, San Juan,
St. Thomas, and Nassau
From $210 per person
For Further Information Call
FLAIR TRAVEL
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
JUST OFF THE CAMPUS
264-650- 5
We're Interested in Your
Savings Dollars and Have Many
Plans from which You May Choose
At 1776 Bead Avenue
(Opposite the Hospital)
Is Conveniently Located
JUST NORTH OF YOUR CAMPUS
STOP IN AND SEE US SOON!
The Wayne County National Bank
